Imbalanced class problems appear in many real applications of classification learning. We propose a novel sampling method to improve bagging for data sets with skewed class distributions. In our new sampling method "Roughly Balanced Bagging" (RB Bagging), the number of samples in the largest and smallest classes are different, but they are effectively balanced when averaged over all subsets, which supports the approach of bagging in a more appropriate way. Our method is different from the existing bagging methods for imbalanced data which draw exactly the same numbers of majority and minority examples for the sampled subset data. In addition, our method makes full use of all of the minority examples by under-sampling, which is efficiently done by using negative binomial distributions. RB Bagging outperforms the existing "balanced" methods and other common methods, as shown by the experiments using benchmark and real-world data sets.
Introduction
In real world applications, we often encounter data sets whose class distribution is highly skewed. For example, the number of patients is much smaller than the number of healthy people in medical diagnosis data for normal populations. Again, the number of fraudulent actions is much smaller than that of normal transactions in credit card usage data. When a prediction model is trained on such an imbalanced data set, it tends to show a strong bias toward the majority class, since typical learning algorithms intend to maximize the overall prediction accuracy. In fact, if 95% of the entire data set belongs to the majority class, the model might ignore the remaining 5% of minority examples and predict that all of the test examples are in the majority class. Even though the accuracy will be 95%, the examples of the minority class will be absolutely misclassified. The misclassification cost for the minority class, however, is usually much higher than that of majority class and should not be ignored. In addition, the class distribution in a test set may be different from that of the imbalanced training set. In such cases the trained model will perform poorly on the test set.
To address this practically important problem, many studies have been conducted to improve learning algorithms for imbalanced data [5] . They mainly consist of re-sampling methods [4, 16] , boosting-based algorithms [6, 15] and costsensitive ensemble approaches [9, 11, 22] . Bagging [2] has also been applied to classification problems with class imbalances. However, the only technique applied in the previous works is to correct the skewness of the class distribution in each sampled subset by using under-sampling or over-sampling. For example, the under-sampling methods typically sample a subset of the majority class data so that its size is equal to the size of the minority class data, and the methods use all of the data from the minority class, since every derived subset includes exactly the same number of majority and minority examples, the trained model performs equally for all classes. While such a strategy seems intuitive and reasonable at first sight, we claim that such existing strategies do not truly reflect the philosophy of bagging. Since the original bagging does bootstrap sampling from the whole data set independently of the class labels. the class distribution of each sampled subset varies according to the binomial distribution (or multinomial distribution for multiclass classification), and the averaged class distribution over all subsets tends to agree with the original class distribution. In contrast, in the existing bagging methods for imbalanced data, each subset has exactly the same class distribution as the desired (typically, uniform) distribution. Therefore, we can say that this allow us room to improve the performance of bagging for imbalanced data by using the philosophy of bagging in a more appropriate way. To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work addressing this issue empirically or theoretically.
Our contributions in this paper are summarized as follows:
provides the basis for the imbalanced class problem. We explain RB Bagging and its sampling technique in Section 3. We introduce the bagging-based algorithm to generate training subsets and to build an ensemble model. We address how to equalize the probability of choosing each class for a sample, rather than the sample size. The technique allows the class distributions of subsets to become slightly imbalanced and different. We discuss the interpretation of our sampling method as an approximation of bagging for the imbalanced class problem in Section 3.4. Section 4 describes the performance metrics and comparable learning algorithms for the evaluation. In Section 5, we investigate the performance of RB Bagging in experiments using benchmark and real-world data sets. Section 7 gives a brief summary and considers future work.
Imbalanced Class Problem
Real-world data set often has the problem of class imbalance or skewed class distribution in which the examples of the majority class outnumber those of the minority examples. This results not only from skewness in the class prior distributions, but from sampling bias. In such cases, the fraction of the minority class data can be 10% or even less. With such imbalanced training data sets, supervised classifiers face difficulty in the prediction of data with the minority class label. Since their purpose is typically to maximize the overall prediction accuracy, their predictions are strongly biased toward the majority class. Table 1 shows an example of this problem as a confusion matrix. The rows show the sample sizes of actual classes in a test set and the columns represent the prediction by a classification model. In this case all majority examples are predicted correctly. Though the prediction accuracy is higher than 95%, most of the minority examples are misclassified as belonging to the majority.
We are focusing on such binary classification problems. We assume that the negative examples and the positive examples belong to the majority class and the minority class, respectively. Let us denote by x i an input feature vector of d-dimensional real-valued or nominal-valued variables, by y i ∈ {neg, pos} the class label of x i , and by D = {(x 1 , y 1 )...(x n , y n )} the training data set whose class labels are highly skewed. 
is originally determined by voting of the predicted class labels, we use the average of the estimated probability p k (y|x) as follows.
This is because the averaged probability is known to result in higher prediction accuracies than label voting [10] .
There are several studies which explain why bagging improves the predictive performance by reduction of the variance of the mean squared error. The amount of improvement depends on the bias-variance decomposition for base learners, which suggests that unstable models with high variances such as decision trees are preferable as the base learner for bagging rather than stable ones like logistic regression [2] .
In contrast to the boosting-based algorithms [6, 15] for imbalanced data sets, bagging has been less attractive since its simple strategy leaves little space for handling class imbalance except changing the bagged size K and its subset sampling strategy. Tao et al. proposed a balanced sampling approach to perform bootstrap sampling only on the negative class so that its size is equal to the number of positive examples, and keep the entire positive examples in all subsets [20] . However, the original bagging chooses each bootstrap sample independently of the class labels, which results in the class distribution of each subset not being exactly the same as the original class distribution. Therefore it is unclear whether the aggregated model based on such exactly balanced subsets preserves the advantage of the original bagging or not.
• Inputs:
D is the training data set L is the base learner K is the number of base learners x i is an example drawn from the test set 
Algorithm
Based on the problem identified in the previous subsection, we aim to provide a natural extension of bagging for imbalanced data sets that reflects the philosophy of bagging in a more appropriate way. We believe the proposed approach will perform better in imbalanced data domains. The class distribution in the sampled subsets should be corrected to build base learners that can perform fairly for both of the classes. Also, we need to avoid information loss in the usual bootstrap sampling of rare positive examples.
We propose the Roughly Balanced Bagging (RB Bagging for short) to address these requirements. Figure 1 describes the algorithm. As with the original bagging, the input to the algorithm consists of a training dataset D, a base learner L, and a constant parameter K for the number of base learners. The important point is how to determine the numbers of samples for both classes here. We set the number of positive samples equal to that in the original dataset. If they are sampled without replacement, all of the positive examples will be contained in all of the sampled subsets. In contrast, the number of negative samples is decided probabilistically according to the negative binomial distribution, whose parameters are the number of minority (i.e. positive) examples and the probability of success q = 0.5, which will be discussed in detail later in Section 3.3. The key is that the examples of both classes are drawn with equal probability, but only the size of the negative samples vary, and the number of positive samples is kept constant since it is small. As reported by Friedman and Hall [13] , there are no significant changes in results, and either sampling with replacement or sampling without replacement can be used. In prediction, the aggregated model simply outputs the class label with the highest average probability estimated by the base models.
Negative Binomial Sampling
When a subset is chosen by bootstrap sampling over two equally-sized datasets, one of which belongs to the positive class and the other to the negative class, then the class distribution in the resultant subset must vary, but it also follows the binomial distribution with probability q = 0.5. When we are given an imbalanced class dataset, to sample an equally-balanced subset, we choose each class with probability 0.5, and draw a sample uniformly at random from the dataset belonging to the chosen class, and repeat this procedure until the size of the sampled subset reaches some fixed size.
However, this sampling method cannot control the size of the minority samples. Also, we would like to use the under-sampling to make sure to use (almost) all of the minority class data. Therefore we use the negative binomial distribution to achieve this purpose. The negative binomial distribution is a probability distribution of the number of failures m in Bernoulli trials given the number of successes n, which is defined by the following probability mass function:
where p is the probability of success. For our purpose, we set q = 0.5. Note that the negative binomial distribution with integer parameter n is also called Pascal distribution though the parameter can be positive real number in general. and n = 10. We can observe that m falls around n = 10 with high probability. When we use sampling without replacement, there is a small chance of the sample size m being larger than the number of data objects of the majority class. In such a case, we simply set m = |D neg |.
Justification of the Proposed Sampling Method
Our sampling method essentially depends on the widely used concept called under-sampling, which tries to make full use of minority class examples. At the same time, we also aim to naturally extend the original bagging to handle the imbalanced class problem by subset sampling. Let us review the details of subset sampling in the original bagging. Basically, its bootstrap sampling (sampling with replacement) draws an i.i.d sample from the empirical joint distribution p(x, y) a fixed number of times N (usually, N = |D|). The point is that the bootstrap sampling can be separated into two steps using decomposition p(x, y) = p(x|y)p(y). First we determine the sample size of each class according to the prior probability p(y). In fact, the sample size of each class follows a binomial distribution. For a balanced class distribution (p(y) = 0.5 for both y) then the density distribution of sample size |D k y | is:
Second we draw |D k y | samples as determined by the conditional probability p(x|y), which is done by taking |D k y | samples uniformly at random from the examples belonging to the class y.
In order to address the imbalanced class problem, we perform sampling under the balanced class distribution. The simplest way to do this is to use the balanced prior p (y = neg) = p (y = pos) = 0.5 instead of the true p(y) in the first step. Then the sample size of each class varies according to the balanced binomial distribution (3.2) , where the number of positive samples and that of negative samples are equal on average. This is the most natural extension of the original bagging to cope with class imbalance.
However, strangely enough, none of the previous work adapts the bootstrap sampling in this way. Since the simple implementation described above cannot guarantee the size of the positive examples in each subset, some of models might contain only so small a fraction of the positive examples that the base model works poorly for the positive class. Instead, the existing algorithms fix the sample size, and draw the same number of samples from both classes for each subset. This means that the number of samples from each class is replaced by its expected value instead of sampling the number of samples itself. Though such an exactly balanced sampling method performs better for imbalanced data set than the original bagging, it seems to be still an open problem to explain why it works. The difficulty we face is that there is a conflict between the bootstrap sampling and the undersampling. To the best of our knowledge, there is no such extension that satisfies both requirements simultaneously.
To resolve the conflict, we ease the restriction of the equal-size subsets. Our sampling strategy can be interpreted as repeating instance-by-instance sampling that selects the sampled class based on p (y) = 0.5 and draws one example from the class until the total size of the sampled positive examples reaches the size of all of the positive examples. Using this technique we can implement the balanced sampling using p (y) = 0.5 and make full use of the positive examples at the same time. Actually, the method is equivalent to bootstrap sampling where the sample size of each class is selected according to a negative binomial distribution with p (y) = 0.5. Though the size of the subsets differs slightly from subset to subset, they are almost balanced on average, which is the same as the case of the original bagging.
Based on the above discussion, we can say that, by using the negative binomial sampling, the RB Bagging both preserves the nature of the original bagging and makes effective use of the information of all of the minority class data. We will evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach more precisely in Section 5.
Evaluation
In this section, we review several performance metrics to evaluate learning algorithms on imbalanced data sets. Then we review several algorithms that we will use as the base learner and comparison methods in the experiment.
Performance Metrics
We review seven performance metrics commonly used for the evaluation of methods for the imbalanced class problem. Let us denote by D test the test set (N test = |D test |). We assume that the prediction results are given in the same form as Table 1 .
Prediction Accuracy.
Prediction accuracy represents the population of the correctly predicted examples. In the case of imbalanced class problem, as mentioned in Section 2, an overly simple model which predicts all test examples as the negative class might maximize the accuracy. Therefore we do not put so much weight on the naive accuracy in this paper.
The F-measure combines Precision T P/(T P + F P ) and Recall T P/(T P + F N ) on the prediction of positive class. A higher F-measure value indicates that the model performs better on positive class balancing of FP and FN.
The G-mean is calculated as the product of the prediction accuracies for both classes. Even if a model classifies the negative examples correctly, a poor performance in prediction of the positive examples will lead to a low G-mean value.
In fact, the G-mean is quite important to measure the avoidance of the overfitting to the negative class and the degree to which the positive class is ignored.
Mean Squared Error. The Mean Squared Error (MSE) shows the error of the estimated probability of the actual class label y i . A model which gives a precise probability estimation can reduce the MSE. Though it uses the true posterior probability p T (y i |x i ) as the answer by original definition, we usually do not know p T (y i |x i ) in real-world data sets. Instead, in general MSE is empirically calculated assuming p T (y i |x i ) = 1.
Improved Squared Error.
The MSE is commonly used as a metric of estimated probability. Even if the model predicts all class labels correctly, however, the MSE will still becomes high if the probability estimation is unstable. Alternatively, Fan et al. introduced the Improved Squared Error (ISE) [10] . ISE accounts for the probability error only if the model classifies the example incorrectly. In other words, the ISE combines the accuracy and the MSE into one value. Note that we assume the prediction threshold of the estimated probability in the binary classification is fixed as 0.5.
ROC Curve and AUC.
From the early stages of research on imbalanced data, The ROC curves have been the primary metric to evaluate the performance of algorithms. The curves represent the tradeoff between the TP and FP and the upper curve corresponds to better performance in learning from imbalanced data. The Area Under ROC Curve (AUC) is a value which indicates the extent of the area below a ROC curve. In contrast to the difficulty of identifying clear advantages in multiple crossed ROC curves, the order of the AUC values on the classification results is proved to be equivalent to the order of their significances in the statistical tests including Wilcoxon's test [1] . Therefore, we focus on the value of AUC as a metric rather than the complicated ROC curves.
Algorithms for Imbalanced Data
Even for imbalanced class problems, decision tree algorithms, especially C4.5 [18] , are the most widely used approaches. It is wellknown that bagging with tree algorithms is a good idea since the aggregation is effective against the instability of trees by reducing the variance in the MSE [2, 10] . In contrast, more stable models such as logistic regression are not appropriate as the base learner. For this reason, we use C4.5 as the base learner for the RB Bagging and other ensemble methods in Section 5. Following the previous work [6, 15] , we used AdaBoost [12] and RIPPER [8] as the comparison algorithms in the experiments. Boosting is a family of ensemble algorithms that assigns larger weights to the misclassified examples from the current base model and trains the next base model using the new weights. If the base learners are strongly biased toward negative examples, then boosting can revise the weights of the misclassified positive examples and automatically cope with the imbalanced class problem. AdaBoost [12] is the most successful boosting algorithm. RIP-PER is a rule based algorithm that generates rule sets using an MDL-based (Minimum Description Length) stopping criteria and does greedy pruning of the rules to minimize their description length. Since rules are generated for each class, RIPPER also performs well for imbalanced data sets.
Experiment 5.1 Data Sets and Experimental Settings
We summarize the characteristics of the nine data sets including benchmark and real-world data set evaluated in our experiments in Table 2 . Following the earlier studies [1, 6, 15] , we randomly choose eight frequently used benchmark data sets from the UCI repository [17] . The multi-class data sets were converted into binary data sets which include the minority labels shown in the "Min. Label" column. The examples of the other classes are assigned the majority label. The largest data set has 20,000 items and the ratio of the smallest minority class ranged from 34.77% to 3.95%. Note that RealF is the real-world data set that we were given by a financial company. We compared two models based on the proposed algorithm with seven models based on the other algorithms. We tested RB Bagging with size K = 100, with and without replacement, using C4.5 as the base learner. We also implemented the Exactly Balanced Bagging and Breiman's original bagging of equal size ensembles. For the usual models and base learners, we employed the widely used data mining tool Weka [21] . C4.5, AdaBoost and RIPPER are implemented as J48, AdaBoostM1 and JRip respectively in Weka. The single C4.5 tree is constructed to see the difficulties of learning on the data sets. The following two models are AdaBoost with size K = 100 and 200 (number of iterations). Their base learners were also C4.5. As a rule-based algorithm, we made use of two models based on RIPPER with the numbers of optimizations Optimize set to 2 and 10. The other parameters are all the same as the default parameters in Weka.
All of the experiments and the statistical processing were performed in the statistical language environment R [19] . In the following experiments, we ran ten-fold cross validation in a stratified manner so that the training set and test sets preserve the same class distributions as the original sets. Then we calculated six metrics: AUC, MSE, ISE, F-measure, G-mean, and Accuracy as taken from the performance metrics introduced in Section 4.1. The value of each metric is averaged over ten trials.
Benchmark Data Sets
We summarized the performance metrics resulting from the eight models for the benchmark data sets in Table 3 and Table 4 .
Surprisingly, on the Diabetes, German and Satimage data sets, RB Bagging consistently outperformed Exact Balanced Bagging for all of the metrics. The results suggests our approach to make use of the roughly balanced subset is promising. Our algorithm also worked better compared to the usual algorithms including original bagging. The differences are clear in AUC and the G-mean.
The Flag data set shows that the values of the F-measure and G-mean with original bagging, C4.5, and AdaBoost are zero. These extreme observations show that they failed completely in the prediction of positive examples in every trial. In contrast, RB Bagging showed well-balanced performance for this difficult data set especially for AUC and the G-mean. While RIPPER had higher accuracy than RB Bagging, it seems to be slightly overfitted toward the correct classification of negative examples.
On the Glass data set, RB Bagging had the same accuracy as AdaBoost and outperformed it in the other metrics except for MSE.
The Letter-A data set indicates that AdaBoost worked nearly perfectly and outperformed RB Bagging in all of the metrics except for AUC. The reason would be that this problem is so easy that a single C4.5 tree can provide acceptably high performance. We conclude that it is difficult to make the ensemble model based on RB Bagging converge to the Bayesian error in these simple cases.
Let us review the performance for each metric. AUC is the place RB Bagging worked best, especially on Diabetes, German, and Flag. Interestingly, RB Bagging always resulted in a quite low ISE value even if it has a larger MSE than others. This indicates that RB Bagging tends to fail only if it becomes less confident and the estimated probability p(y i |x i ) is around 0.5. The advantages of RB Bagging for the MSE and F-measure are unstable and less clear for all algorithms. As expected, RB Bagging showed lower prediction accuracy for most data sets due to the incorrect classification of negative examples. Breiman's original bagging does not outperform RB Bagging for AUC except for the Letter-A data set, though it consistently works well for the MSE and prediction accuracy.
Real-world Data Set
The RealF examples consist of eleven processed features of the customers for seven months in the loan business. Though we cannot make the data set public due to privacy and confidentiality issues, it is definitely valuable to evaluate the prediction algorithms for imbalanced data with a real-world application.
The motivation in analyzing this data set is to estimate the condition of customers in order to more quickly stop doing business with bad customers, since the increase of uncollectable debts has a large impact on the profits of such companies. The class label is the risk of a customer, low or high, determined after six months. In this data set, there is a clear difference between the performance of RB Bagging and the others especially for AUC. The relative performances of the algorithms are identical compared to those of the benchmark data sets. By putting importance on the high risk customers, only RB Bagging had well balanced AUC and Gmean values. In contrast, the other algorithms showed strong bias toward the prediction of the low risk (i.e. majority) customers. Therefore, RB Bagging can be used to detect untrusted customers and to reduce the debts. This clear advantage assures that our method is also promising for realworld applications.
In summary, RB Bagging almost always outperforms Exact Balanced Bagging by all of the metrics. It usually worked better than the other algorithms for AUC, ISE and G-mean. The values of MSE and F-measure were also comparable. As mentioned in Section 4.1, the trade-off between accuracy and emphasizing the minority is basically unavoidable. Seeing the overall accuracy as the balancing factor, the accuracy of RB Bagging seems more acceptable than that of Exact Balanced Bagging. [16] . SMOTE is an over-sampling technique [4] . The method generates some synthetic minority examples by interpolating the minority examples carefully so that it avoids overfit. Their goal, which is to choose the best subset for a single model, is different from our approach to obtain better multiple subsets for an ensemble model. Boosting could solve the imbalanced class problem naturally since it automatically assigns greater weights to the minority examples. In this paper, we compare RB Bagging with the most successful boosting algorithm, AdaBoost [12] . Recently, boosting algorithms using oversampling techniques for class imbalance were presented. SMOTEBoost [6] applies SMOTE-based over-sampling to change the total weights of the misclassified minority examples. While the authors presented favorable experimental results for the metrics of precision, recall, and F-measure, it still remains a non-trivial problem to determine what amount of over sampling is enough. DataBoostIM [15] tries by generating data to balance not only the class distribution but also the total weight within the classes. The broad empirical studies show that DataBoostIM generally outperforms other algorithms including SMOTEBoost. However, there is no evaluation in terms of AUC, which is the largest advantage of RB Bagging, on the boosted over-sampling methods. In addition, RB Bagging does not require synthetic examples which may result in artifacts.
Cost-sensitive algorithms intend to minimize the total cost of the misclassification when the costs are given. There are many cost-sensitive algorithms based on the ensemble methods, such as MetaCost [9] , Costing [22] and AdaCost [11] . Based on a bagging-like ensemble, MetaCost makes any base learner cost-sensitive. Costing applies costproportionate rejection sampling, but also generates subsets with slightly imbalanced total-cost-within-class. While these algorithms can handle the class imbalances with high misclassification costs for the minority class, empirical comparisons are impossible, since the objectives and performance metrics are different from ours.
Breiman performed some experiments using the same data sets from the UCI repository as used in our experiments [2] . He simply duplicated the minority examples and handled the original bagging so that the multiple replications of an example in a subset may lead to overfit. In fact, we re-implemented those experiments and found that it never outperforms RB Bagging. Gao et al. recently proposed an ensemble-based framework for a data stream with a skewed distribution [14] . Chan et al. extended Random Forest [3] to learn from imbalanced data by performing bootstrap sampling only on the minority class [7] . Since they also draw exactly the same number of minority and majority examples, our negative binomial sampling might improve the algorithm, using the slightly imbalanced subsets.
Conclusion
We addressed the imbalanced class problem from practical perspectives. Though many ensemble-based algorithms have been proposed for the problem, bagging has not been used that often. In this paper, we proposed Roughly Balanced Bagging (RB Bagging) to equalize the sampling probability of each class, instead of fixing the sample size as a constant. The size of the majority examples is determined probabilistically according to the negative binomial distribution. The class distribution of the sampled subsets becomes slightly imbalanced as well as the original bagging for balanced data sets. RB Bagging is successful in both preserving the nature of the original bagging, and at the same time making effective use of the information of all of the minority examples. This aggregated model becomes more robust than the common approach depending on exactly balanced subsets.
We evaluated our algorithm in the experiments using nine data sets including the usual benchmark data sets and a real-world data set. We compared it with the exactly balanced model and other well-known algorithms such as AdaBoost and RIPPER for imbalanced data. RB Bagging generally outperformed them, especially for the performance metrics such as AUC, ISE, or G-mean known to be appropriate for the imbalanced class problem. For the real-world financial data set, RB Bagging showed a very clear advantage. These results show that our approach is practical and promising.
There are two areas for future work. The first one is more theoretical analysis to clarify the reason why RB Bagging works better than the other methods. The second one would be to perform more experiments, especially in comparison to the boosting-based algorithms with over-sampling such as SMOTEBoost and DataBoostIM. Since their data generation approach and our negative binomial sampling are not mutually exclusive, it would also be interesting to combine these techniques.
